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ABSTRACT

The emergence of distributed multimedia applications exhibiting
significantly more stringent quality of service requirements than
conventional data-oriented applications calls for new transport protocols with different
characteristics to coexist and be integrated within single applications. The different delivery requirements posed by these diverse multimedia applications often imply the need for
highly customized protocol implementations. Hence, application developers are faced with
the threat of code obsolescence caused by the development of even newer delivery techniques. We present an object-oriented transport architecture that allows for dynamically
binding a variety of protocol stacks on a per-call basis. By binding protocol stacks together, the special needs of the application can be met without the need to rewrite the code.
This differs significantly from the traditional transport architecture which assumes preinstalled transport protocol stacks that cannot be customized. To illustrate some of the
advantages provided by the architecture, we describe the transport component of the first
reference implementation of the ISO MPEG-4 Delivery Multimedia Integration Framework
and demonstrate how quickly it was implemented in our framework.

T

he emergence of distributed multimedia applications exhibiting significantly more stringent quality
of service (QoS) requirements than conventional data-oriented applications calls for new transport protocols with different
characteristics to coexist and be integrated within single applications. The different delivery requirements posed by these
diverse multimedia applications often imply the need for highly customized protocol implementations. Hence, application
developers are faced with the threat of code obsolescence
caused by the development of even newer delivery techniques.
Furthermore, application developers have to contend with the
fact that a single protocol stack may be insufficient to meet all
their needs.
In order to address this challenge, we propose an objectoriented transport architecture in which the atomic processing
entity is based on the consumer/producer paradigm. The architecture consists of consumer/producer components that are
separately represented by their transport abstraction, called
an engine, their control and management abstractions, called
front-ends, and a set of controllers implementing network services such as the dynamic binding of suitable protocol stacks.
The consumer/producer engines are software components
located in the data path set up by the multimedia communication session and are responsible for data processing (including
protocol implementation), multiplexing, and scheduling of channels. The engines also interact with the operating system when
transferring media flows through network interface cards.
The control and management front-ends define a model
for controlling and managing the consumer/producer engine
resources (e.g., resource provisioning, accounting, and QoS
control). The latter includes QoS monitoring, QoS violation
detection, QoS adaptation, and QoS renegotiation.
Controllers provide network services to the application
programmer and thereby offload work from applications. By
encapsulating domain-specific knowledge, they reduce the
amount of technical knowledge required by the application
developer for creating multimedia applications.
The protocol stack is modeled in an object-oriented manner. The protocol stack builder is responsible for the construc-
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tion of the protocol stack by binding a
variety of engines together. It is aware
of the variety of transport components
supported on the end system and the
order in which they can be bound
together to create useful protocol
stacks. The protocol stack builder performs the dynamic binding of the components at runtime and creates a
suitable transport protocol stack according to application QoS requirements. It
allows, on a per-call basis, dynamic
binding of a variety of protocol stacks that are tailored to the
special needs of the application. The control and management
functionality of each producer/consumer is abstracted via a
standardized interface. This allows the protocol stack builder
to select and bind a set of consumer/producers and to create
meaningful protocol stacks at runtime. The consumer/producer engines run in user space. This architecture differs significantly from the traditional transport architecture, which
assumes preinstalled transport protocol stacks that cannot be
customized.
To illustrate some of the advantages provided by the architecture, we describe the transport component of the first reference implementation of the ISO MPEG-4 Delivery
Multimedia Integration Framework (DMIF) and demonstrate
how quickly it was implemented in our framework.
This article is organized as follows. In the next section the
programmable transport architecture is described. The media
transporter components are discussed after that. We present
some implementation considerations concerning the interaction mechanisms between the various architecture components and describe the transport component of XDMIF.
Finally, related work is reviewed.

ARCHITECTURE
The key atomic entity of the architecture is based on the consumer/producer model. The consumer/producer components
can be classified into two categories: media processors and
media transporters.
Media processors refer to components that transform
media streams from one format to another by processing the
content of the stream. Examples of these include transcoders
and encryption devices. The current architecture defines two
media processors, namely, the streamed device that abstracts
media stream producers and consumers, and the encryptor.
The media stream producers grab data via a physical device
(e.g., camera or microphone) and compress it into encoded
data (e.g., a video board that compresses raw video into
MPEG-2 encoded video). The media stream consumers ren-
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der the data to a physical device (e.g., display or
speaker) after having decoded the compressed
data; for example, a digital signal processing
PSB
NCC
(DSP) chip set that processes encoded audio and
plays it back. Finally, the encryptor either encrypts
or decrypts data depending on whether it is located on the sender or receiver side of the communiStreamP
cation channel.
StreamP
Media transporters carry and route media
StreamP
MuxP
TP
NetP
streams without discerning or altering their conNetP
TP
tents. They implement the transport functionality
MuxP
qECI
qECI
qECI
such as scheduling of channels, multiplexing, flow
control, encapsulation, and deencapsulation, segStreamP
MuxP
engine
engine
TP
NetP
mentation and reassembly, and so on. On the
engine
engine
transmitting side of a channel, media transporters
add a header to each data unit sent to the receivStreamP
engine
ing peer. The transmitting side may also fragment
Network
the message if it is too large to be transferred to
the following media transporter in the protocol
Consumer/producer engines
stack. On the receiving side, media transporters
reassemble messages, and deencapsulate and forward data units to the next component in the proConsumer/producer front-ends
Binding controllers
tocol stack. A chain of media transporters is
traversed until the data reaches a media processor
■ Figure 1. Protocol stack using the consumer/producer components of the
such as a streamed device that renders it back or
architecture.
saves it in a file for future use.
In this article, the emphasis is on the media
transporter components of the architecture.
Although the design of the media processor components is
purpose is to offload work from the application. BCs elevate
identical to the design of the media transporters, the functionthe level of abstraction needed to develop multimedia applicaality of the media processors is not addressed. The media
tions by encapsulating domain-specific knowledge, thus reductransporter components are described in detail later. First,
ing the amount of technical knowledge required by the
however, the generic description of the consumer/producer
application developers to write multimedia applications.
model consisting of the consumer/producer engine and conExamples of such controllers are the PSB and network consumer/producer front-ends as well as the controllers acting on
nection controller (NCC), as shown in Fig. 1.
the front-ends is presented.
Figure 1 illustrates some of the interactions and components involved during the creation of a multimedia service.
OVERVIEW
Only a subset of the interactions, objects, and interfaces are
shown. Three layers of components are represented. The
The consumer/producers shown in Fig. 1 are separately repreengines are located in the data path at the bottom layer. The
sented by their transport abstraction, called an engine, and
front-ends allow for media control and management abstractheir control and management abstractions, called front-ends.
tions and are located in the middle layer. The binding conExamples are the NetP engine and NetP, the TP engine and
trollers are located on top. The PSB creates, binds, and
TP, and the MuxP engine and MuxP, respectively. By directly
controls media processors and media transporters. Finally, the
acting on the latter abstractions, a binding controller (the proNCC creates network connections between end systems.
tocol stack builder, PSB, in Fig. 1) manages and controls the
The architecture allows for the dynamic creation of protogeneration, consumption, and processing of streams without
col stacks by binding engines at runtime. The architecture furbeing located in the data path.
ther allows complex multimedia stream processing operations
The consumer/producer engines (CPGs) are responsible for
to be constructed by cascading media processor engines.
data processing (including protocol implementation), multiplexFinally, the architecture allows for multiple implementations
ing, buffering, and scheduling of channels. CPGs are located in
of a media transporter engine to coexist and for new capabilithe data flow path of a multimedia communication session and
ties (e.g., new consumer/producers) to be added without havare the actual components that process and transport the data.
ing to modify any of the components of the architecture. This
Their implementation is generally platform-dependent. Two
differs significantly from the traditional transport architecture
examples of engines are qStack [1], a lightweight transport
which assumes preinstalled transport protocol stacks that canprotocol for real-time interactive communications, and an
not be customized.
MPEG-2 video encoder that compresses a raw video bitstream
into a lower-bit-rate encoded video stream.
CONSUMER/PRODUCER ENGINES
The consumer/producer front-ends (CPFs) define an abstraction layer for the signaling system to remotely control and manEngines are software components that implement protocol
age CPGs. For example, in Fig. 1 TP abstracts the control and
state machines with the capability of supporting and schedulmanagement interfaces of the transport protocol component of
ing multiple channels at once. They are implemented in user
a protocol stack. TP controls the TP engine via a transport
space and are generally hardware-independent but strongly
protocol QoS-based engine control interface (TP qECI). A
dependent on operating system multithread programming
variety of TP engines can be implemented (e.g., qStack, TCP,
support. The CPGs are located in the communication data
RTP) as long as they provide the TP qECI interface to the TP.
path; their representation is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Binding controllers (BCs) allow the creation, operation,
An engine has two interfaces: a qECI and a media transfer
management, and programming of services. Their primary
interface (MTI). The interface represented on top of the
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tion of media transfer parameters (e.g.,
engine is the qECI. It is visible only to
MTI
maximum protocol data unit size).
the front-ends that are bound to it and
The front-end is a signaling abstracusing its specific services. Engine intertion which provides a way of connectfaces are named using the front-end
Consumer/producer
ing a remote client (e.g., a binding
acronym followed by qECI; e.g., the
engine
controller) with the low-level service
transport protocol engine control interthat implements the transport functionface is denoted TP qECI.
ality of the consumer/producer. In
The interface represented on the
order to provide transparent access for
side of the engine is its MTI. It is used
■ Figure 2. A consumer/producer engine
a front- end’s client to the engines,
to move the data from one CPG to
with its qECI and MTI interfaces.
each engine must support the functions
another. Additionally, the MTI prodefined by its qECI. The front-end’s
vides some I/O control capability, to
client and engines do not need to use
query an engine’s maximum service and
C
M
the same language in order to commuprotocol data unit sizes, set the blocknicate since they have access to their
ing mode, flush the engine’s buffer, and
respective middleware front-end interso on. The engine’s MTI is visible only
T
face. Operations invoked at the frontto the adjacent engines in the data path.
end are interpreted and forwarded to
Only one interface represented as the
Consumer/producer
the engine using the engine’s qECI.
same is used to both send and receive
front-end
Most of the control interface (C interdata from an adjacent engine. An
face) operations are mapped to a qECI
opaque handle (a number identifying
operation, and the M interface is mainthe channel) is provided to distinguish
ly used to manage the front-end. Exambetween each channel the engine pro■ Figure 3. Consumer/producer front-end
ples of C interface operations are the
cesses. Finally, as opposed to the qECI
with its control (C), management (M),
establishment and release of a channel.
which is specialized for each engine,
and transport (T) interfaces.
As for the M interface, methods for
the MTI is common to all engines;
loading an engine and configuring it
therefore, any engine can be connected
are available.
to any other engine, and any protocol
The interfaces of the collection of CPFs exposing states to
stack can be built as desired.
binding controllers form a repository called the binding interface
When a data unit is transferred using an MTI method
base (BIB) [2]. The BIB consists of QoS-based application pro(e.g., via a send()or recv()), the engine processes the data
gramming interfaces (APIs) used by the binding controllers and
unit and schedules its transfer to the adjacent engine in the
management system to control and manage the engines. The
data path. In the case of the network provisioning engine, it
front-end interfaces are open, thus allowing for end-system
schedules the data unit to be sent out into the network.
transport and computing resources to be remotely controlled.
Appropriate scheduling and the elimination of unnecessary
The front-ends use dynamically linked libraries that allow
data copies have to be carefully considered in order to achieve
them to be bound to engines at runtime. In this way, a protosatisfactory overall performance and throughput.
col stack can be composed and built dynamically. A front-end
CONSUMER/PRODUCER FRONT-ENDS
needs to only know the definition of the type of engine it
abstracts in order to be bound to it.
The CPF defines an abstraction layer for the signaling system to
control the heterogeneous transport and computing resources of
BINDING CONTROLLERS
the end system. Front-ends have open interfaces, and each
front-end abstracts a single segment of an end-to-end channel.
As opposed to the front-ends that represent the low-level
An end-to-end channel consists, therefore, of multiple segmiddleware services, the BCs represent high-level middleware
ments, one for each engine it traverses. Abstracting each
controllers that an application developer would normally use
channel segment allows for each of the channel’s protocol
to build a multimedia application. Examples of such constack state machines to be controlled. Multiple front-ends can
trollers are network connection control, transport monitoring,
be attached to a single engine since each engine has the capaQoS parameters translation, and protocol stack building. Colbility to support multiple channels and their scheduling.
lectively, the BCs provide broadband kernel services [2]. A
The representation of a CPF is shown in Fig. 3. The control
representative BC is illustrated in Fig. 4.
and management interfaces (labeled
A BC is composed of an algoC and M, respectively) are drawn
rithmic component and a data comInvocation
on top of the object. As their name
ponent [1]. The algorithmic
suggests, they provide capabilities
component expresses the execution
for controlling and managing the
logic of the service instance, while
channels they abstract, such as
the data portion is an abstraction
resource provisioning, accounting,
of its state. Controllers have four
and QoS control (e.g., QoS moniinterfaces that allow the creation,
Binding
toring, QoS violation detection,
operation, management. and procontroller
QoS adaptation, and QoS renegotigramming of the controller. The
ation). The front-ends management
interfaces are open and allow all
capabilities are to dynamically load
binding controllers to be remotely
engines, to obtain an engine’s MTI,
invoked.
and to obtain the handle of the
The service invocation interface
Management
associated channel segment. The
is the entry point of the execution
transport interface (labeled T) is
or instantiation of a service. The
■ Figure 4. A binding controller with its four interused for binding and the negotiaservice operation interface defines
faces.
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TP

TP

Id3
Id2
the operational functionality of the controller and
StreamP qECI Id1
NetP qECI
allows for monitoring and manipulation of service
instance states during execution. It is typically the
MTI
MTI
primary interface of the controller. The interface
CPG-A
CPG-C
for programming services allows manipulation of
TP qECI
Audio stream
AAL5/ATM
the logic to be performed while a service is in exeMTI
cution. Finally, the service management interface
Id1
Id3
StreamP qECI
allows for monitoring of the controller states and
NetP qECI
manipulation of controller parameters.
MTI
MTI
Id2
To illustrate the use of each interface, let us
consider the service provided by the PSB. The
CPG-B
CPG-D
qStack
service invocation interface is the entry point for
Video stream
UDP/IP
creating a useful protocol stack based on the QoS
requirements and a given network endpoint, such
■ Figure 5. Interactions between consumer/producer front-ends and engines.
as a virtual path identifier/virtual connection identifier (VPI/VCI) pair in an asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) connection. The operation interface
ed to an IP network; that is, it consists of the data path comallows changing the QoS associated with a protocol stack or
posed of CPG A, middle engine, and CPG D. The last segeven modifying the protocol stack while it is active. The proment, with label Id3, is controlled by the middle CPF. Again,
gramming interface allows the management system to configit is the middle segment of the data path, composed of three
ure the logic of the PSB, that is, the rules on how to create
CPGs, namely, CPG B, middle engine, and CPG C. As can be
useful protocol stacks. Finally, the service management interseen, the middle engine performs protocol processing and is
face allows the management system to manage the PSB, for
responsible for multiplexing channels between adjacent
example, by specifying the maximum number of transport
engines. The media transfer between engines is achieved via
channels it may allow.
the MTI using the opaque handle that identifies the proper
segment. For example, when CPG B invokes a media transfer
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
operation at the qStack MTI, it provides the handle with Id3.
CONSUMER/PRODUCER ENGINES AND FRONT-ENDS
A detailed illustration of all the protocol stack components
would have included six additional front-ends: two attached to
The purpose of distinguishing between engines and front-ends
CPG A for controlling the two audio streams, one attached to
is for separating the control on two different timescales: that
CPG B to control the video stream, two attached to CPG C to
of transport (i.e., at the packet level) and that of flows or virtucontrol the ATM connections, and one attached to CPG D to
al circuits (i.e., at the call level). Furthermore, the separation
control the UDP/IP connection.
allows for remote control of the individual transport channels.
The next section will discuss some implementation issues
As mentioned above, each engine has capabilities of software
related to the actual binding of the engines and front-ends.
multiplexing, and thus, may support multiple channels, each
abstracted by a single front-end. The latter contains the specific state of the channel (e.g., the required and measured
MEDIA TRANSPORTER COMPONENTS
QoS). When channel segments are initialized, the engine
assigns an opaque handle to access the channel’s state and
By specializing the interfaces of the CPGs and front-ends, the
provides the handle to the front-end. All front-ends that are
media processor and media transporter components of the
bound to an engine can access the capabilities of the engine
protocol stack are defined. In this section three media transvia the engine’s qECI and the opaque channel’s handle.
porter components and three transport services are described.
Figure 5 illustrates the interaction model between CPGs and
The following subsection describes the functionality of the
CPFs. The engine under consideration is in the middle and is
network provisioning media transporter. Similarly, the transbound to four other engines (CPGs A through D). The middle
port protocol and multiplexer media transporters are
engine supports three channels, each abstracted by a CPF. In
described in the two next subsections, respectively. The fourth
order to better illustrate the example, let’s assume that CPG A
subsection describes the transport services: the PSB, a QoS
and CPG B are audio and video streamed devices, CPG C and
mapper that performs translation of QoS between different
CPG D are AAL5/ATM and UDP/IP network provisioning
protocol stack layers; and a monitoring server that performs
engines, and the middle engine represents the qStack transaccounting for management purposes.
port protocol engine. qStack provides flow control and QoS
NETWORK PROVISIONING
support for two audio channel segments, one going through
an IP network and one through an ATM network, and for a
The network provisioning (NetP) component is responsible
video channel segment that goes through an ATM network.
for data transmission across networks. It provides transparent
The three channel segments of the middle engine are
transfer of data for the transport protocol component
labeled Id1, Id2, and Id3. Each of the three front-ends bound
(described in the next section). In the architecture, the netto it abstracts and controls one channel segment and locally
work provisioning component provides the protocol stack base
maintains the opaque handle that identifies these. The audio
layer (i.e., the lowest level of the end system protocol stack).
device connected to the ATM network has its qStack segment
This layer includes the user plane functionality of traditional
labeled Id1. The data path is composed of CPG A, middle
transport protocols such as UDP/IP and ATM adaptation
engine, and CPG C. The qStack channel segment is controlled
layer type 5 (AAL5)/ATM.
by the left CPF with identifier Id1. CPG A also maintains the
The NetP control capability consists of the provisioning of
identifier Id1 needed to provide data to qStack through the
calls (e.g., opening/closing virtual circuits) and network QoS
MTI. The identifier was provided when the data path was crecontrol. The provisioning capability revolves around the created by the PSB. Segment Id2 is controlled by the right CPF.
ation and destruction of opaque network handles (e.g., sockIt abstracts the middle segment of the audio channelconnectets) associated with network endpoints. Its QoS control
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capability is related to pacing the injection of packets into the
network and monitoring the packet QoS. The NetP management capability consists of setting network QoS requirements
(when applicable) and accounting. The accounting capability
consists of counting the number of transferred packets. The
front-end does not directly perform the control capability but
maps them to its engine, marshalling the arguments of calls
whenever needed.
The control capability is typically realized by invoking system or library calls that communicate with a network interface
card driver. For the pacing capability, if not provided by the
hardware, interval timers might be used. However, pacing is
expected to be provided by the network interface card since
software pacing is inefficient.
The processing capability of the NetP engine is related to
the per-byte (or per-bit) operations (e.g., checksum). The
engines are expected to deliver error-free packets, but could
potentially deliver packets containing bits in error, with a
proper notification to its recipient. No assumption is made
about the ordering of delivered packets. For the implementations of the ATM and IP NetP, the MTIs simply invoke the
equivalent system or library calls after performing some additional protocol processing. Examples of protocols that the
NetP engines provide are UDP/IP and AAL5/ATM.

TRANSPORT PROTOCOL
The TP media transporter is used to provide end-to-end communication capability with QoS support. It is the first layer in
the protocol stack that is end-to-end QoS-aware. If needed,
the TP media transporter has the ability to ensure reliable
end-to-end communication. It relies on network provisioning
to receive error-free data, but may have to request retransmission if a segment of data is missing. Flow control resides in
this layer to manage the data flow through the channel. This
means the TP media transporter assumes that a feedback
channel is available for QoS adaptation and flow control.
The TP defines the end-to-end QoS control, management,
and accounting capability. The end-to-end QoS control API is
for setting the parameters of the TP and for monitoring the
delivered QoS. The specific capability of the control interface
depends on the transport protocol specifications; however, the
API is common for all TPs. The API can be used to set endto-end QoS to be delivered to the application. The management interface allows for the selection of the TP engine
associated with the channel. It can also be used to obtain
accounting information such as the call duration and the
amount of recovered data delivered to the application. The
TP front-end also performs slow timescale monitoring of
channels and initiates QoS renegotiation procedures upon
detection of sustained QoS violations. Finally, the TP shall
have the capability to dynamically switch engines (i.e., changing the TP algorithm) to adapt to large QoS variations. This
capability is further discussed later.
The TP engine ensures the efficient delivery of data and performs the “in-flow” QoS monitoring, that is, monitoring on a
fast timescale. It ensures that end-to-end QoS is provided to the
next engine bound to it upstream. Every TP engine must implement flow control, encapsulation/decapsulation, scheduling of
channels, segmentation and reassembly, buffering, multicasting, and QoS monitoring and QoS adaptation mechanisms.

TRANSPORT MULTIPLEXER
The multiplexer (MuxP) media transporter provides the capability of multiplexing multiple streams into one channel. This
is a useful component when multiple media processors of a
single multimedia application are simultaneously active (e.g.,
DMIF FlexMux [3]). This capability is also useful when many
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short-term channels are opened and closed on a common host
(e.g., Web browsing).
The MuxP engine performs the software multiplexing and
demultiplexing of the channels that are established within a
single transport channel. It is expected that all channels of the
MuxP engine experience the same QoS. However, each channel may have different bandwidth requirements.
The MuxP front-end must ensure that the total capacity of
the established channels is within the capacity region of the
MuxP engine. Typically, MuxP is bound to a TP, but can also
be directly bound to a NetP. MuxP provides the ability to add
and destroy channels with a given QoS and ensures that the
overall QoS budget of the channel is within the negotiated
QoS of the TP to which it is bound. There is only one MuxP
for all channels established through the multiplexer. This prevents the proliferation of front-ends and ensures scalability.

TRANSPORT SERVICES
The previous sections introduced three kinds of consumer/producers located in the data path of the protocol stack. This section introduces three transport services that are provided in
the architecture. The PSB creates protocol stacks by invoking
the control and management interfaces of the NetP, TP, and
MuxP. The transport monitor performs accounting for management purposes (i.e., monitoring of the amount and kind of
data transferred and the channel holding time). Finally, the
QoS mapper performs translation between QoS specifications
of different protocol stack layers.
Protocol Stack Builder — As mentioned before, the protocol stack is modeled in an object-oriented manner. The PSB is
responsible for constructing the transport sections of the data
path by binding MuxP, TP, and NetP consumer/producers
together. The PSB can be a centralized server, but is expected
to be highly distributed (one on each end system). The PSB is
aware of the variety of engines supported on the end systems
and the order in which they have to be bound to create a useful protocol stack through its management interface. The PSB
performs the dynamic binding of engines at runtime by attaching front-ends together. Its functionality is similar to that of a
connection manager which creates a virtual channel in an
ATM network, but does so on the end system.
Transport Monitor — The transport monitor is used to log
accounting information for management purposes. Its interface is used by the front-ends to register connections and log
QoS information. When the data path comprises a TP, only
the TP registers. When no TP is used, the NetP registers its
channel. When a front-end deregisters its channel, the
accounting information is logged permanently for future usage
by the management system (e.g., for billing, network performance, and dimensioning purposes).
Any type of information related to the amount of data
transferred, duration of a call, and so on can be logged. Furthermore, the delivered and requested QoS can be logged.
Finally, whenever QoS renegotiation is successfully performed
with a TP, the new QoS is logged.
The transport monitor receives QoS monitoring information at regular intervals and evaluates QoS on a slow timescale
compared to that on which the TP operates. When the transport monitor detects a large QoS variation for a channel, it
may initiate a transport protocol renegotiation that can result
in dynamically changing the TP engine at runtime.
QoS Mapper — The QoS mapper performs translation of QoS
specifications between the various protocol stack levels (application, transport and network) [4]. Applications and PSBs at
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call establishment and QoS renegotiation time invoke its mapping capabilities. Unlike the PSB, which controls a variety of
front-ends, the QoS mapper does not interact with them.

INTEGRATING THE ARCHITECTURE IN ITS
RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT
As already mentioned, by distinguishing between the consumer/producer engines and front-ends, a natural separation
between signaling (or control) and transport is achieved. Separation of control and transport is a well-established principle
that can be recognized in most protocol stack designs and
implementations. From the service creation and development
standpoints, this separation allows for rapid development of
multimedia applications because the signaling system and
transport components can be independently realized. This
turns out to be important during implementations since multiple groups can work on the development of the transport
components in parallel without the need for constant coordination. In addition, code reuse is potentially greater since the
various implementations of the media transporters are separated from the signaling implementations.
For example, during the XDMIF development (described
later) the specification of the MuxP engine and front-end interfaces allowed rapid development of the software by two groups
of developers working in parallel. Using a preliminary implementation of the engine, DMIF applications could be built
while the transport components were developed. This should
be contrasted with a monolithic approach to software development, which calls for application development to be postponed until all the transport components are made available.

PROTOCOL STRUCTURE
The structure of the architecture and its implementation differs significantly from traditional transport protocol systems.
First, the runtime execution environment of the architecture is
the user space. Second, each front-end is implemented as a
class that inherits its protocol structure from a base protocol
class called the VirtualPort. Each front-end is a specialization of the VirtualPort, and implements its own control
functionality and reuses the binding functionality implemented in the base protocol class. The use of inheritance imposes
the protocol structure and facilitates the dynamic construction
of protocol stacks at runtime.
The engines are located in the data path, and therefore are
optimized for speed, memory usage, and buffer management.
They are implemented in the C programming language and
built as dynamically loadable libraries. In contrast, front-ends
are signaling entities that use Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) for communications with the
binding controllers and are implemented in C++.
CPFs and CPGs run in the same address space. Engines
are loaded by front-ends at runtime using the operating system dynamic library loading mechanisms. The engine interfaces (MTI and qECI) are implemented as procedure
dispatch tables. Using dispatch tables serves two purposes.
First, it is more advantageous for the front-ends since a single
call can be made to discover the entire set of entry points.
Second, this enables the layered services to be formed and
operated more efficiently.
The functionality of the front-ends control API and engines
qECI are equivalent. Every front-end control operation (e.g.,
frontEnd->Op1()) has its equivalent qECI interface (e.g.,
engine->op1()). It is the responsibility of the front-end to
convert the CORBA parameters to platform-dependent
parameters used by the qECI, and to invoke the qECI.
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PROTOCOL STACK BUILDER
The PSB dynamically creates a variety of protocol stacks
tailored to the special needs of the application on a per-call
basis. It builds a specialized graph for each channel by
instantiating the media transporter engines required for
protocol processing in the data path. If the media transporter class is not yet loaded, it loads it into the service
daemon. The daemon is able to support multiple engine
implementations of each type of media transporter since
each engine is loaded dynamically and provides the
required common qECI. A binding controller (not discussed in this article) manages the context (session state) of
each channel. The binding controller keeps the state of the
communication session and can tear down the channel
upon request to the PSB. The PSB is stateless and performs only protocol binding. For the QoS mapping, the
QoS mapper must be invoked. The QoS mapper also
resides in the service daemon.

PERFORMANCE CHALLENGES
IMPOSED BY THE ARCHITECTURE
Implementing protocol stack components in user space
introduces performance challenges that are easier to resolve
with the traditional approach of implementing the transport
functionality into the operating system. For instance, highresolution timers are not always available in user space, jitter
is introduced by context switching, buffer management might
force a component to perform additional memory copies, or
a channel scheduler must be implemented. The most difficult aspect of implementing protocols in user space is associated with the scheduling of channels. A responsive scheduler
is needed on the receiver side to avoid introducing excessive
latency. If the operating system message (or signal) mechanism is slow, excessive jitter can be introduced in the
scheduling process.
However, having protocol module interfaces standardized
and implemented in user space allows for the rapid development of new protocol engines that are better tailored to new
media QoS requirements. Furthermore, user space implementations facilitate their deployment in the marketplace since
users do not have to wait for operating system manufacturers
to provide such protocols.
Performance measurements are not provided in this article and will be presented elsewhere. Suffice it to say, however, that a multimedia application may easily require up to 20
times more resources than the protocol implementation
itself. Furthermore, simple measurements indicate that the
full deployment of a protocol stack for an MPEG-2 application using a 6 Mb/s stream requires less than 3 percent of
the CPU resources on a 233MHz Pentium PC running Windows NT.
User space implementations of lightweight TP might not
be adequate for high-performance (specialized) servers, but
are certainly adequate for multimedia end systems. The most
commonly implemented user space protocol is probably
RTP/RTCP. However, RTP is implemented as part of the
application, and its flow control algorithm is tailored for the
specific application needs. This considerably reduces the
potential of code reuse.

ILLUSTRATION: XDMIF
In this section we illustrate some of the advantages provided
by our transport architecture by describing the first reference
implementation of the ISO MPEG-4 DMIF and demonstrat-
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ing how quickly this standard and its QoS extension were
implemented in our framework.

DMIF OVERVIEW
MPEG-4 is an emerging international standard that specifies
the coding of audio and video data using object description
techniques [3]. This novel approach to coding allows multimedia applications to dynamically compose complex scenes from
one or more elementary multimedia streams or synthetic
objects. The scene description information, consisting of the
logical structure of the scene, spatial and temporal information of the video/audio objects that make up the scene, object
attributes, and graphics primitives, is carried within potentially
hundreds of data channels. This calls for the establishment
and release of numerous short-term channels with the appropriate QoS at a high rate. Traditional methods of signaling
are not adequate to meet this demand because of the high
overhead introduced.
In addition to defining the format, structure, and rules of
composition of these objects, MPEG-4 also specifies a general
application and transport delivery framework called the Delivery Multimedia Integration Framework (DMIF). Specified by
MPEG-4, DMIF’s main purpose is to hide the details of the
transport network from the user, as well as to ensure signaling
and transport interoperability between end systems.
In order to keep the user unaware of the underlying transport details, DMIF defined an interface between the user-level
applications and DMIF called the DMIF Application Interface
(DAI). The authors defined an API instance of the DAI which
conforms with the interface semantics specified in [3].
The DAI provides the required functionality for realizing
multimedia applications with QoS support. Through the DAI the
user may request service sessions and transport channels without
concern as to the selected communication protocol. Further-

more, the DAI shields legacy applications from new delivery
technologies since it is the responsibility of the underlying DMIF
system to adapt to these new transport mechanisms. The DAI
API specification is currently under consideration as a novel
contribution to the MPEG-4 standard.

XDMIF
Figure 6 depicts the system architecture of XDMIF, a realization of DMIF within the framework of xbind [5], a broadband
kernel for multimedia networks, and illustrates some of the
interactions and components involved during the creation of a
multimedia service.
The xbind broadband kernel is an open programmable networking platform for creating, deploying, and managing
sophisticated next-generation multimedia services. It is conceptually based on the XRM — a reference model for multimedia networks [2]. The term broadband kernel is deliberately
used to draw an analogy to the operating-system-like functionality the system must support, namely, that of a resource allocator and an extended machine.
The architecture of XDMIF consists of a transport plane
and a control plane; these are denoted in Fig. 6 as U-plane
and C-plane, respectively. The XDMIF C-plane functionality
is implemented around the DMIF network interface (DNI);
for a detailed description of the DNI see [3]. The transport
architecture of XDMIF allows for the dynamic creation of
protocol stacks by binding transport components at runtime.
It further allows multiple implementations of a protocol stack
layer to coexist within a single application and for new capabilities to be added without having to modify any of the existing architectural components. In this way, the same
applications can interoperate across ATM, Internet, mobile,
and telephone networks.
The MuxP engine provides the capability of multiplexing
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data with similar QoS requirements into one transport channel. It implements the transport capabilities of the DMIF
FlexMux, the multiplexer of MPEG-4 elementary streams.
The TransMux layer of DMIF is mapped into the combination of TP and TP engine and NetP and NetP engine pairs.
These can be instantiated, for example, for interworking with
ATM Forum or IP-based networks.
xbind provides the QoS framework needed by DMIF for
QoS management. In particular, the PSB ensures that MuxP
has the needed resources available in its transport channel
before establishing a new DMIF channel. If, in order to satisfy
a new channel request, an insufficient amount of resources
are available at the FlexMux layer, the XDMIF C-plane
requests a new network channel from the network connection
controller (NCC). Subsequently, the PSB constructs a new
stack (NetP, TP, and MuxP). Hence, xbind provides QoS management capabilities to XDMIF in a natural way.
The transport architecture described in this article has
been used throughout the entire XDMIF implementation. The
only new transport component implemented was the FlexMux
engine, the special DMIF requirement for supporting the
multiplexing of MPEG-4 elementary streams.

RELATED WORK
Programmable TP stacks have been the subject of a considerable amount of research in the past. Related work can be
found under the topics of flexible protocol stacks, adaptive
protocol stacks, universal asynchronous protocol interfaces,
object-oriented transport components, configurable protocol stacks, and so on [6–9]; all address the issue of programmable transport, but do not consider issues of QoS.
Reference [10, 11] addresses both QoS and programmability issues; [12] presents the x-kernel, an operating system
environment that provides an explicit architecture for constructing and composing network protocols. Reference [13]
also provides a taxonomy of key transport system services
and illustrates the concepts with a survey of four operating
system transport architectures, namely, System V and BSD
UNIX, the x- kernel, and Choices. Finally, [14] addresses
many of the issues related to the implementation of protocol stacks at the user level.
In [6] a protocol environment populated by standard communication functions is proposed. Applications have the ability to compose protocol stacks out of the standard protocol
entities by interconnecting them. A generic communication
bootstrap procedure is proposed, where new protocol components can be downloaded and installed at runtime. The
approach proposed in [6] is similar to ours and deviates from
the strict layering model imposed by standards such as the
Open Systems Internconnection (OSI) protocol suite or
UDP/TCP/IP protocols.
In [7] a universal protocol interface that allows the initiator
of a communication session to define in detail the rules of
information exchange is presented. The universal asynchronous protocol interface is a data link device that can
download (arbitrary) protocols and execute them. It is also
proposed that data transfer protocol logic be dynamically
switched at runtime. Finally, protocols must be specified using
a general instruction set that looks very much like an assembler to which instructions specific to communication protocols
have been added.
In [8] a dynamic protocol configuration capability based
on three types of protocol elements is proposed. The protocol stacks’ bottom layer is called the device element and is
similar to NetP. It abstracts a particular hardware device or
kernel interface that it manages. The endpoint element
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defines the API to the protocol stack. Finally, the protocol
elements are the intermediate objects in the protocol stack.
They provide transmission and reception interfaces to their
neighbors. The protocol element abstracts the various protocol stack functions (e.g., multiplexing) and specific protocols such as RPC. In this framework, TP and MuxP are
protocol elements. The binding plane allows the dynamic
configuration of protocols by specifying protocol stacks via a
reference structure that the server can provide to clients
upon request.
In [9] a Java-based system with dynamic protocol stack
building capability is presented. The protocol stack elements
are Java-based and inherit the protocol stack structure from a
base protocol class. The protocol structure defines methods
for binding “higher-” and “lower-” layer protocols. The protocol stack is constructed dynamically at runtime by a special
service class that allocates, initializes, and interconnects the
various protocol elements.
In [10] an adaptive transport system that can be dynamically configured to meet application needs is presented. The system allows negotiation of policies and transport mechanisms
with remote hosts and intermediate service nodes to determine the protocol stack configuration that would meet the
QoS requirements of an application. A factory of protocol
elements (kernel objects) instantiates and interconnects the
protocol elements to create useful protocol stacks. The work
presented in [10] puts special emphasis on the adaptation
capability of the system to reconfigure the transport system to
meet the application QoS requirements after drastic changes
have taken place in the network.
In [11] a function-based communication model that allows
applications to request tailored services from the communication subsystem is presented. The protocol objects implement a
single specific functionality such as sequence control, flow
control, error correction, segmentation, sequencing, and so
on. These services are known as protocol functions. Using the
available protocol functions, the protocol configurator creates
protocol finite state machines based on the application service
requirements and available resources. The approach in [11]
abandons the concept of layering and has finer control granularity than the approach presented in this article. Our architecture proposes to use engine protocol objects that fully
implement protocol state machines with all of their functionality (e.g., TCP, XDR). In our approach, protocol stacks are
dynamically, and possibly remotely, configured. In [11] the
protocol state machines are dynamically (and locally) configured based on application needs.
In [12] the x-kernel is presented. The x-kernel is an operating system with special kernel support for network protocols
(e.g., memory map, buffer management, and event managers).
Initially, protocol stacks are statically specified using a graph
when the kernel is configured. When the kernel is booted,
each protocol object is initialized and waits to receive messages. At runtime, when an operation is invoked by an application, a message recursively traverses the graph, visiting each
protocol and session object on its path until it reaches the network interface cards. Processes are associated with messages
rather than protocols. This has the advantage that messages
can in general be entirely processed with no context switch.
Although the x-kernel is configurable, the protocol graph is
not dynamic. At runtime, a message can only decide to skip a
protocol object if it does not desire its service. However, the
possible protocol stacks are predefined.
Traditionally, communication transport systems have resided entirely in the operating system. In our architecture as well
as in [6, 8, 9], it is proposed to implement lightweight protocol
elements and build the protocol stacks in user space. Refer-
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ence [14] discusses some of the implications for an overall
communication system structure to support efficient user-level
implementation of protocols.
Finally, from the standpoint of APIs our architecture is
similar in philosophy to the Microsoft Windows open software
architecture for which both the APIs and service provider
interfaces (SPIs) are specified. Software developers build
applications using the APIs independent of service providers,
who implement service components compliant with SPIs. As
long as the service providers satisfy the SPI requirements,
applications built using the APIs run properly.

CONCLUSIONS
In this article we describe an object-oriented transport architecture in which the atomic processing entity is based on the
consumer/producer model. The architecture consists of consumer/producer components that are separately represented
by their transport abstraction, their control and management
abstractions, and, a set of controllers implementing network
services such as the dynamic binding of protocol stacks.
From the control standpoint, the state of the consumer/producer is made available to the programmer and controllers
through the binding interface base. The BIB is a collection of
CORBA interfaces representing networking and end system
multimedia resources [15]. The interfaces of the
consumer/producer front-ends are part of the BIB. They consist of QoS-based APIs used by the binding controllers and
management system to control and manage the engines. Since
consumer/producer front-ends are open CORBA interfaces
they allow for end system transport and computing resources
to be remotely controlled.
The protocol stack is modeled in an object-oriented manner. The PSB dynamically creates a variety of protocol stacks
on a per-call basis that are tailored to the special needs of the
application. This differs significantly from the traditional
transport architecture which assumes preinstalled TP stacks
that cannot be customized.
To illustrate some of the advantages provided by the architecture, we describe the first reference implementation of the
ISO MPEG-4 Delivery Multimedia Integration Framework
and demonstrate how quickly this standard was implemented
in our framework.
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